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Introducing the EVGA BP Series - Powerful Precision
Introducing the EVGA BP power supplies, where precision is power. The EVGA BP power supplies add another
affordable option to EVGA's 80PLUS Bronze-certified lineup, while reducing the overall length to 120mm - EVGA's
shortest ATX power supply to-date! The BP power supplies feature a 115mm hydraulic bearing fan to ensure that
staying cool and quiet is no tall order. Combining a full suite of protections and EVGA's 3 Year Limited Warranty,
this power supply should be on the short list for your next system build.
FeaturesShort and SilentThe BP Series gives you both extra space at 120mm long and silence with an HYB
fan.Standard ATX Form FactorWill fit most mATX, EATX, HPTX, and XL-ATX cases.80PLUS Bronze
Efficiency80Plus Bronze certification ensures your power supply isn't wasting power and turning it into excess heat.
Under typical load this power supply is 85% efficient or higher.Hard-Lined DesignHard-Lined design attaches your
cables to the power supply for ease of installation and removal. You can be ready to go right out of the box.DC to
DC ConverterVoltage step-down for rock-solid power stability and minimal signal noise. (For 3.3V and 5V)Hydraulic
Bearing FanHydraulic Bearings reduce the wear and tear on a fan's bearings, reduce noise, and feature a
longer-lasting life than sleeve bearing fans.
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Made to Protect and Serve
The EVGA BP Series also includes a full suite of protections (OCP, OVP, UVP, OPP, SCP, OTP) for safety and
security.
World leading warranty and support for 3 Years
To learn more about EVGA BP Power Supplies, visit https://www.evga.com/articles/01431/evga-bp-psu/
About EVGA
Founded in 1999, EVGA has grown exponentially in the channel, serving the system builder, distribution and retail
markets with products that offer the highest in quality and customer satisfaction, thereby making the computing
experience transparent to the hardware in the box. EVGA only offers visual processing products based on NVIDIA
chipsets and in year 2005 expanded its product line to include motherboards. For further information online about
EVGA, visit http://www.evga.com.
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